
Exploring Cre-debt: Ethnographic Perspectives, New Economic Theory (NET) and 

Contemporary Cashlessness 

 

New fiscal policies and anti-cash campaigns are being rapidly introduced both in the global North and 

South. They are eliminating cash transactions and replacing them with mobile and online payments, 

virtual currencies, credit and debit cards, and alternative forms of legal tender. While anti-capitalist 

economic forums remain critical of these financial drives, describing them as ‘the global war on cash’, 

others argue that online and mobile payments drive socio-economic development, and offer safe 

financial transactions, financial inclusion and connectivity to smaller, marginalised communities. Across 

the globe, societies and their migrant, homeless and lower class populations are creatively adjusting to 

and responding to cashlessness and its effects. In the UK, while the Mayor of London introduced cash 

points where people with credit cards can leave donations for the homeless, universities with students 

from ‘black-listed’ countries are now demanding full cash payments as student fees, in case economic 

sanctions disallow the flow of online payments into university bursaries. Cashlessness also dominates 

contemporary debates on finance in Scandinavia. DNB, Norway’s biggest bank, proposed pulling all 

ATM machines; in Denmark 80 percent of all transactions are already cashless and Sweden aims to go 

cashless in five years. These desires for post-currency futures generate concerns about economically 

marginalising elderly populations less adept at digital banking, as well as increasing ordinary people’s 

vulnerability to cybercrime. Countries with emerging, and growth economies such as India, Brazil, 

South Africa, the Gulf nations and China are also implementing strategies to facilitate fully consumer 

credit economies. Across societies, many communities assess aggressive cashless regimes as a 

constructive attempt to combat illegal accumulation of cash, smuggling, terrorism and illegal refugee 

movement, but it is also viewed critically as a strategy to retain excessive state surveillance over tax and 

undeclared work.  

 

Poised at this significant juncture in economic history, this workshop will empirically explore 

contemporary flows and relations between credit, debt and various conditions of owing and loaning 

money among/between individuals, markets, states, businesses, entrepreneurships and communities, 

which have not transitioned ‘fully’ to global cashlessness. We would like workshop participants to 

contribute towards developing a new economic theory on (a potential concept of) ‘cre-debt’. Cre-debt 

would explore how people, individually and as a collective, encounter, understand, utilise, and exploit 

the intersections of debt and credit amidst cashless conditions to capitalise on and gain new forms of 

global financial wisdom. This ranges from different uses of credit cards to hawala transactions and 



mobile payments to contesting demonetisation to responding to the material absence of money and 

coins in circulation. We refer to the creative knowledge and skills that emerge (and fizzle out) around 

access, use and understanding of new and alternative forms of money as an in-between, transitional 

state between formal and informal, visible and invisible credit and debt. We will set out to explore not 

only the effects of these transformations on everyday lives and livelihoods, but also investigate their 

conceptual significance in the larger context of theorizing money, as more and more communities are 

globally embraced as potential actors in digitalized credit economies. We invite workshop participants 

from multiple disciplinary backgrounds to submit a title and an abstract (300 words) of an essay that 

could empirically engage with the concept of ‘cre-debt’ (including cashless conditions, debt and 

digitalization, violence and financial exclusion, and access and alliances around digital finance). 

 

The proposed output of this (closed, one-day) workshop is a special issue on ethnographies of 

cashlessness and cre-debt. More information on publication plans will be available during the 

workshop.  
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The workshop will launch a comparative research project led by PI Atreyee Sen and funded by the 

Danish Research Council (2018-2020). The project empirically investigates the impact of different 

initiatives towards cashlessness on poor urban households in India, Denmark/Romania and Brazil.  

 


